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Scope:
This document does not give a full overview of the Super Gameboy hardware and functions. 
Instead, it just covers the stuff that's not available elsewhere. What I found out is based on prior 
research by Byuu, his Bsnes sourcecode and the Super Gameboy boot ROM dumped & reverse-
engineered by FPGABoy and Frode van der Meeren.

Interface: 
The Super Gameboy contains a complete Gameboy sans display, buttons etc. 
It is interfaced to the SNES by a chip called 1CD2-R. 
There are two known versions of this chip, identifiable by their chip package designation and by 
reading out the version register. 
The only known functional difference between them is the amount of address lines they use to decode 
register accesses. 
I will just refer to them by their version number from now on, $21 and $61, respectively. 

Registers: 
The 1CD2-R doesn't use all 24 address lines to decode register accesses, which means registers are not 
only accessible at one specific address, but mirrored across a certain memory range: 

Control registers: 
-banks $00-$3f and $80-$bf 
-offset $6000-$67ff 

Command port: 
-banks $00-$3f and $80-$bf 
-offset $7000-$77ff 

-When starting up, the GB CPU bootstrap code uploads 6 commands to the SGB
  containing data of the inserted Gameboy cartridge,
  range $0104-$014f(Header of Gameboy ROM and Nintendo logo). 
-Each command is preceded by an identifier ($f1-$fb) and a 1 byte checksum of all values
  in the corresponding block added up. 
-This is what the blocks look like from the perspective of the SNES CPU: 

$f1 chsum [$0104] [$0105] [$0106] [$0107] [$0108] [$0109] [$010A] [$010B] [$010C] [$010D] [$010E] [$010F] [$0110] [$0111] 
$f3 chsum [$0112] [$0113] [$0114] [$0115] [$0116] [$0117] [$0118] [$0119] [$011A] [$011B] [$011C] [$011D] [$011E] [$011F] 
$f5 chsum [$0120] [$0121] [$0122] [$0123] [$0124] [$0125] [$0126] [$0127] [$0128] [$0129] [$012A] [$012B] [$012C] [$012D] 
$f7 chsum [$012E] [$012F] [$0130] [$0131] [$0132] [$0133] [$0134] [$0135] [$0136] [$0137] [$0138] [$0139] [$013A] [$013B] 
$f9 chsum [$013C] [$013D] [$013E] [$013F] [$0140] [$0141] [$0142] [$0143] [$0144] [$0145] [$0146] [$0147] [$0148] [$0149] 
$fb chsum [$014A] [$014B] [$014C] [$014D] [$014E] [$014F] 0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0 

VRAM port: 
-banks $00-$3f and $80-$bf 
-offset $7800-$7fff 



For each register, the following information is listed: 
Name (typical access address)

access: Is register readable/writable? 

ICD2-R address decoding table:
Lower address lines used by both ICD2-R versions for decoding register accesses.
Applicable values are: 

-0: Address line must be low 
-1: Address line must be high 
-x: don't care 

comment 

SGB_LY_COUNTER ($6000) 
access: Read 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 x 0 x 0 x 
$61 0 0 0 0 x 

comment: 
Returns current scanline of Gameboy rendering hardware. 

SGB_VRAM_UNKNOWN ($6001) 
access: Write 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 1 0 0 0 x 
$61 1 0 0 0 x 

comment: 
Exact purpose unknown, probably related to VRAM source. 

SGB_CMD_READY ($6002) 
access: Read 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 x 1 x 0 x 
$61 0 1 0 0 x 

comment: 
Reads $01 if one or more commands have been completely stored in command port.
Reads $00 if all commands have been read by the SNES CPU. 



SGB_CONTROL ($6003) 
access: Write 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 1 1 0 0 x 
$61 1 1 0 0 x 

comment: 
Main control register. Controls Gameboy CPU reset, Gameboy CPU clock speed,
1/2/4 player mode. 
bit7: 

-clearing this bit resets & halts Gameboy CPU, clears SGB_CMD_READY
  to $00, clears SGB_LY_COUNTER to $00. 
-setting this bit starts Gameboy CPU if it was in halt state.
  Setting this bit after it has been set already does not reset Gameboy CPU. 
-default value is clear/halted. 

bit5: 
-enable 4 player mode if set 

bit4: 
-enable 2 player mode if set 

bits0,1: 
-select Gameboy CPU clock divider. 
-The ~21Mhz master clock of the SNES is divided by four different values
  according to the setting of these bits. 
-hi designates for how many master clock cycles the GB CPU clock will
  stay high during each cycle. 
-lo designates for how many master clock cycles the GB CPU clock will
  stay low during each cycle. 
-divider is the number of master clock cycles one GB CPU clock cycle
  will take. 
-DMG CPU speed is a rough approximation of the resulting clock speed. 

bit0 bit1 hi lo divider DMG CPU speed 
0 0 2 2 /4 ~5.35mhz (results in graphical glitches) 
1 0 3 2 /5 ~4.3mhz (normal operation) 
0 1 4 3 /7 ~3.05mhz 
1 1 5 4 /9 ~2.37mhz 

SGB_JOYPAD_1 ($6004) 
access: Write 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 0 0 1 0 x 
$61 0 0 1 0 x 

comment: 



SNES writes joypad presses here. 

SGB_JOYPAD_2 ($6005) 
access: Write 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 1 0 1 0 x 
$61 1 0 1 0 x 

comment: 
SNES writes joypad presses here. 

SGB_JOYPAD_3 ($6006) 
access: Write 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 0 1 1 0 x 
$61 0 1 1 0 x 

comment: 
SNES writes joypad presses here. 

SGB_JOYPAD_4 ($6007) 
access: Write 

ICD2-R adress decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 1 1 1 0 x 
$61 1 1 1 0 x 

comment: 
SNES writes joypad presses here. 

SGB_VERSION ($600f) 
access: Read 

ICD2-R address decoding table: 
Version A0 A1 A2 A3 A4-A10 
$21 x x x 1 x 
$61 1 1 1 1 x 

comment: 
Appears to be version register of ICD2-R. Currently known values are: 

-$21: marked ICD2-R on chip package  
-$61: marked ICD2-R [stylized R(probably Ricoh logo)] on chip package 



Misc notes: 
-The Super Gameboy Commander is a joypad developed and produced by Hori. Hori were also partly 
responsible for the design of the Super Gameboy(according to its credits roll). This joypad exploits 
what appears to be debugging features present in the Super Gameboy software that change the 
Gameboy clock speed and mute/unmute sound output. 

SGB cheats (work with every known Super Gameboy software revision known so far) :

-toggle DMG speed normal/slow/very slow:
Press shoulder buttons l,r,r,l,l,r during gameplay.
This has to be entered extremely fast in order to work.
Used by Hori Super Gameboy Commander joypad. 

-toggle DMG speed fast/normal/slow/very slow:
Hold directional pad up while powering on SNES,
then press shoulder buttons l,r,r,l,l,r during gameplay.
This has to be entered extremely fast in order to work.
Used by Hori Super Gameboy Commander joypad.
Fast mode prone to produce graphical glitches. 

-mute/unmute SGB sound:
Press shoulder buttons r,l,l,r,r,l during gameplay.
This has to be entered extremely fast in order to work.
Used by Hori Super Gameboy Commander joypad.



Appendix:

SGB_CONTROL clock divider set to $0:



SGB_CONTROL clock divider set to $1:



SGB_CONTROL clock divider set to $2:



SGB_CONTROL clock divider set to $3:



ICD2-R $21 chip package:



ICD2-R $61 chip package:



ICD2-R $21 memory map, using Ultra16 memory monitor:



ICD2-R $61 memory map, using Ultra16 memory monitor:



Hori Super Gameboy Commander manual(speed toggle section highlighted):


